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Abstract
Social networking and microblogging integrating services,
such as Twitter, have been gaining popularity in recent
years. In this context, the study of user activity and information ow raises several interesting questions, with important real life implications, such as user inuence prediction and information ow optimization. In this paper we
study how to dierentiate users given their activity. We
focus just on user activity, ignoring the content of messages a user exchanged. Unlike previous work that focus
on user activity and content of messages user exchanged, we
take into consideration both social interactions and tweeting patterns, which allow us to prole users according to
their activity patterns. We also present an approach to
detect opinion spikes based on the user behaviour and inference of opinion posts.
Keywords: User interactions, activity pattern mining,
event detection, social networks, Twitter
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Introduction and Motivation

Social networking and microblogging services have been
gaining popularity in recent years. These services reect
social relations among people, such as user communities
and common interest groups, and allow users to share content, through typically short, but informative, text messages, which may include links to images, videos or Web
pages. Since the number of users in these systems can go
up to planet scale, the inherent information ow is of extreme relevance to understand their interests, behaviour
and also to discover near real time events and news, most
of the time even before news media take notice of them.
In particular, we observe that users behave dierently.
Understanding users and being able to characterize them,
for instance, as inuential or not, has a high market value
in areas such as marketing strategy or trends prediction.
However, it is not a trivial problem, since many issues contribute to what actually denes a user:

• A simple approach is to analyse the network structure resulting from users and their connections with
other users, e.g. by analysing for each user the number
of friends or the number of followers [15].
• However, this may be insucient. For instance, a
leading scientist in Physics can hardly compete with
an Hollywood celebrity, if one only takes into account
the number of followers. This occurs because the underlying structure of groups of users can have dier-

ent shapes and scales. Therefore, it is also important to examine users' interests, gender, sex, age, geolocalization, and other characteristics of the user prole [13], since these can provide some kind of social
context.

• Research has also shown that post content, i.e. the
actual messages posted by the users, is also important. To this eect, simple tools, such as examining
the message keywords, or more complex tools, such
as sentiment analysis, can also play some role on user
characterization [12]. This is a very active area of research nowadays.
• Moreover, it is observed in daily life that even not very
knowledgeable and or initially very highly regarded
people can become inuential, if they have good social
skills. These people often spread their ideas in a feverous way, almost as in an evangelism campaign. In this
case, user activity, i.e. the number of posts and/or
the number of answers can better reect the true value
of the user in terms of inuence upon others [2].
• Finally, taking it one step further, one can try to analyse the consequences of the user's interactions upon
others. In this case, one can observe, for instance,
if other users respond to the user's posts, how many
times they do so, if the ideas that are being proposed
are accepted by others, i.e. if they get spread by others
in return from the user activity. In this case, one takes
into account the dynamic patterns arising from user
activity [4].
In this work, we try to address the following question:
how do we dierentiate users, from a behavioural point of
view? To do so, we combine information extracted from
network structure, user activity and the users' dynamic
patterns features. Answers to this question will allow for
more accurate user proling, with practical implications
for user inuence prediction, trends prediction and ecient
information ow and marketing strategies.
Based on the classied user behaviour we try to address
the problem of opinion spike detection. In more detail,
when a huge number of users in social content systems react to external events, according to their interests, activity
spikes can emerge. The study of activity spikes and the
causes behind each spike are useful in many research areas
such as, event detection, information ow and the measurement of marketing strategies. The spikes of activity
can have dierent natures where for instance, in some of
them people mostly diuse content, whereas in others people react to the diused content. User reactions can result
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in the diusion of a specic content, in posts expressing
opinions or other phenomena. Also, since users can have
dierent behaviour, they tend to act in dierent stages of
diusion process, causing dierent spikes of activity. In this
work, we also try to address the following questions: how
to detect patterns of related spikes? How to detect opinion spikes caused by previously diused news? To answer
these questions, we base our work on the diused posts,
on the user behaviour and on the opinions diused during
each spike.
Our approaches relies on data extracted from Twitter. Using a dataset of about 1,350,000 users, together
with their underlying network of friends and followers, and
about 3,870,000 posts, we address several issues. We want
to answer questions, such as: What are the dierences in
twitting behaviour between dierent types of users (e.g.
regular users versus evangelists)? What is the impact of
a user's post on the remaining users? What are the paths
taken by the user's post in the information propagation
chain? What is the position of a user in this propagation
chain? Is this tweet spreading as a star or tree (for instance,
celebrity's posts tend to spread in star propagation chains,
while normal user's posts tend to spread in tree propagation chains)? This was achieved by analysing several network and information ow measures, such as tweet nature
and user participation delay, which allowed us to classify
users with high condence into six dierent classes, ranging
from high active users and content makers through normal
users that mostly just follow content. Also, based on user
proling results we are able to detect opinion spikes and
nd the most inuential users.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 covers relevant related work organized according to the used approach. Section 3 describes the methods we used to extract
data from Twitter and discusses the algorithms proposed
to infer retweet chains and network chains. We also describe the cluster method and the features used. Section 4
discusses our results. In Section 5 we present an approach
to detect opinion spikes and its results. In Section 6 we
conclude and discuss possible interesting future work.

2

Related work

Analysing users and their behaviour on online social networks has been the subject of many previous works [11, 8,
10]. The particular domain of the Twitter microblogging
service has not been an exception. By looking at the contents produced by users, or at the actions they perform,
researchers have been able to derive user characterizations
and other useful information, with the goal of, for example,
doing sentiment analysis [12] or predicting the diusion of
information [16].
An example is the work of Chu et al. [3], where they observe the dierences between human users and what they
designate as bot and cyborg users. The authors characterize a bot as a user whose actions are all automatic, i.e.
without any human intervention. A cyborg is similar to a
bot, but performing some human-assisted actions, such as
providing RSS feeds mixed with the user's comments, thus
showing characteristics of both humans and bots. By performing data analysis on tweeting behaviour, tweet content
and account properties, the authors observe that bots gen-

erate fewer tweets than humans, whereas cyborgs have the
highest tweet count, due to the combination of both human
and bot behaviours. Another interesting result is the fact
that humans tend to have a number of friends close to the
number of followers, which shows a reciprocal behaviour.
In a similar manner, Java et al. propose a taxonomy of
user intentions on Twitter [7]. To achieve this, users were
manually categorized according to their link structure and
tweet contents. Based on link structure, three main categories of users where found: (1) Information Sourcesa
user that can be seen as a hub and has a large number of
followers; (2) Friendswhere most of users belong to, forming social networks of friends, family, co-workers, among
others; and (3) Information Seekersusers that post very
few times, but follow other users, thus regarding Twitter
mostly as a source of information. Based on content, user
intentions were classied into four categories: (1) Daily
Chatterthe most common use of Twitter, by users who
mainly post about their daily routine; (2) Conversations
where dialogues are established by posting and replying
to posts; (3) Sharing Informationwhen users intend to
share information by posting an URL; and (4) Reporting
newswhere we have users that report the latest news or
comment about recent events.
While still trying to classify Twitter users, other researchers have focused on a dierent set of characteristics, namely, the user's ability to inuence others or to
divulge information. Cha et al., for instance, dene three
types of inuence on Twitter: Indegree, Retweet and Mention [2]. Indegree inuence regards the user's popularity,
and is measured by the number of followers. Retweet inuence regards the tendency of the user's audience to retweet
her posts, and is measured as the total number of retweets.
Mention inuence regards the likelihood that the user will
be mentioned in other users' posts, and is measured by the
number of times the @username tag occurs within tweets.
All work described so far concerns Twitter. GomezRodriguez et al. [5] developed a method to trace diusion
and inuence paths through the network on a dataset of
MemeTracker. In this work authors try to infer the network
based on recurrent patterns of diusion between dierent
nodes, i.e. if node A and B always have a similar text with
dierent timestamps, then there is a possible edge between
node A and B. Moreover, authors do not observe the content of diused posts, but they cluster a set of phrases to
aggregate dierent phrase variants instead. Therefore, for
the set of posts in the same cluster and looking at their
timestamps, the authors infer the chains or paths of diusion.
To the best of our knowledge, none of previous research
work on user proling in Twitter explores dynamic pattern
features. Our proposal, also aims at characterizing Twitter
users. However, and unlike any previous work, we combine
network structure, and user activity with dynamic patterns
features. Thus, we are able to map user produced content
into the networks of followers. This reveals how information progresses through the network, and how users react
to such information, yielding patterns of diusion that can
then be applied in proling user behaviour. We detail our
approach in the following sections.
With the acceptance of social networks by many dierent type of individuals, social systems start to mirror real
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world events, where people react to them through interactions and diusion of information. When these reactions
are widely accepted and done in short intervals of time,
peaks of activity emerge. Some research focus on the study
of these peaks and what cause them. Leskovec et al [9] propose a technique to track phrases that travel through different websites and analyse their spikes of activity. They
observed that when news and media websites publish a
news, parts of the text propagate to the blogosphere. An
they observer that short phrases only need, on average, 2.5
hours to achieve a spike of activity in blogs, i.e., a great
number of blogs start to cite the same related news phrase
just after some hours it has been published in news and
media websites.
Shamma et al. [14] studies the share of tweets on Twitter during the 2008 Presidential Debates in the U.S.A..
Through the analysis of the volume of posted tweets during the debate, authors were able to detect most of the discussion topics that guided it. Also, the authors were able
to detect that most of the tweets during the debate were
directed to the people present on debate - Barack Obama
and John McCain.
As previous work show, the analysis of activity peaks
can help in detecting events. In more detail, the patterns
created by these peaks can show how users react to the
diused contents. To the best of our knowledge, none of
previous research work on event detection in Twitter also
tries to detect opinion spikes caused by previously diused
news.

3

Methods

To better understand users based on their dynamic behaviour we decided to use Twitter data, because the provided API gives us easy access to content and network data.
Our approach relies on data collected from Twitter and
on the Expectation-maximization (EM) based clustering
method. In this section we detail how data was acquired,
how features were extracted by content analysis and network mining, and how the clustering method was applied
to achieve a user prole classication.

3.1 Data acquisition
Twitter highlights particular words as trends. These can
be dened either by users or by Twitter's Trending Topics
algorithm. On November of 2010, we started searching 33
topics and trends. All data acquisition was stopped on the
10th of February. Each topic was extracted through the
Twitter Search API1 , where content is provided as RSS
feeds.

3.2 Content analysis
Twitter allows users to post tweets in any language, using
non-Latin characters. Twitter tries also to ban users who
spam or post with the main purpose of spreading malware,
virus or aggressive advertisement. Since we want to ensure
that we can analyse Twitter contents and we want to avoid
tweets that are spam, we needed to lter tweets posted
1 http://search.twitter.com/api/

by banned users/authors and tweets that had non-Latin
characters. Thus, each tweet that contains a banned user
was excluded from the list of tweets to be analysed. The
same happens for tweets that have more than 10% of nonLatin characters, i.e. for a tweet that uses the maximum of
140 characters, it cannot contain more than 14 non-Latin
characters.
As mentioned above, in this work we are interested on
information ow and user activity patterns and, thus, it is
important to track both content and user actions on Twitter. The most direct way for tracking content on Twitter is
to identify tweets and retweets, the two types of posts that
a user can do. A tweet is a post done by a person. A tweet
does not need to be related with previous posts (either
from the same author or from another user). A retweet is
a copy of a tweet that a user considered interesting enough
to diuse to his followers, by posting an exact, or slightly
dierent, copy of the original tweet. Although both types
of tweets can be done via the Twitter web interface, there
are users who do not use the proper web interface button
to retweet, preferring manual text manipulation to do their
own retweets, or they rely on external applications. Therefore, since those users use text manipulation, they can post
retweets using dierent tags instead of the normal RT tag.
In this work, following the work done by Boyd et al. [1],
we identied retweets by performing case insensitive match
with the following patterns:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

rt @username ...;
retweet @username ...;
reading @username ...;
retweeting @username ...;
... from @username ;
... rt @username ;
... via @username ;

where username identies the author of the original tweet.
Note that a user can use two or more retweet forms at
the same time, e.g. RT @username1 Osama is dead. via
@username2, and in this case the retweet tag that appears
in beginning of sentence takes a higher priority and username1 is chosen as author of the original tweet, ignoring
username2. Moreover, we can identify another kind of interaction: a reply. A reply is a particular case of a tweet
and is the result of an explicit interaction between two
users, i.e. a reply is a message directed to another user. A
reply begins with the username or screen ID of the message
recipient, e.g. @username How are you?.
In the context of this work, to analyse user activity, we
computed for each user/author the number of posts (tweets
and retweets), tweets, retweets and replies.

3.3 Retweet chains
Tweets and retweets provide important information to reconstruct information diusion processes on Twitter, since
retweets are the direct result of the diusion of tweets.
Also, when a user posts a retweet there is an implicit evaluation of its relevance and interestingness. Thus, through
the analysis of these processes, it is possible to understand
user interests, how information diuses, who are the users
that diuse more information, and who are the users that
have more capacity to diuse or to inuence people. In
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this section, we describe how to identify and reconstruct
these diusion processes or retweet chains. Later we discuss how these chains relate with the underlying Twitter
social network and how network data can improve chain
identication.
To extract retweet chains, one needs to have a set of
tweets and a set of retweets including tweet/retweet text,
timestamps, authors of tweets and, in case of a retweet,
both original tweet and retweet author. The algorithm to
reconstruct retweet chains is as follows:
1. For each retweet R1, nd in the set of tweets the tweet
T1 that: (a) contains a timestamp less than the R1
timestamp; (b) contains the same text; and (c) where
the author of T1 is the same as the tweet author specied in R1;

Figure 1: To normalize the stored network one needs to
put all connections/edges in the same direction.

2. For each retweet R1 nd in the set of retweets all
retweets that have equal text;
3. For each retweet R2 in the previous set, nd retweets
R3 for which (1) R2 timestamp is lower than R3 timestamp and (2) R3 tweet author is the same as R2
retweet author.
Note that, in step 1, we identify the chain source, i.e. the
original tweet that users retweeted originating a chain of
retweets. In step 3 we try to detect retweets of retweets,
i.e. given that users can introduce changes on retweets,
we can have for instance RT @username2 RT @username1
Portugal is great! where username2 retweets a retweet by
username1.
From the inference of retweet chains it is possible to extract some measures that can be used to characterize diusion processes, topics extracted and users involved. These
measures are: the number of retweet chains by topic, which
shows the tendency of a topic to create chains; the number
of user participations in retweet chains, which shows how a
user tends to join chains; the number of user participations
in retweet chains where the user is the author of the rst
tweet, i.e., the root node, which measures the ability of a
user to post interesting content or to diuse content; the
length of retweet chains, which measures the ability of a
specic tweet/topic to diuse on the network; and the position of users in retweet chains, that provides a measure
of user reaction.

3.4 Network analysis
The Twitter API2 allows us also to extract the list of followers and friends for a given user. A friend is a user that
is followed by the current user, and a follower is a user
that follows and receives status updates from the current
user. In our work each network connection extracted from
Twitter is stored either as a 1 2 or f 1 2, where a means
a friend connection and f means a follower connection. In
other words, for connection a 1 2, user 1 has as friend user
2 and for connection f 1 2, user 1 has as follower user
2. It is important to distinguish these two type of connections because of the direction of information ow in the
network. In a friend connection, user 1 receives information from user 2. However, in a follower connection user 1
diuses information to user 2.
2 http://dev.twitter.com/

Figure 2: To analyse information ow one needs to transpose the normal graph.
Since the network can be huge, we may not be able to
load all data directly into RAM memory to be analysed.
For this reason we use Webgraph3 , a framework for graph
compression aimed at studying large Web graphs. It provides a simple way to manage very large graphs, exploiting
modern compression techniques. Webgraph provides also a
set of tools to iterate over and process huge graphs, either
online or oine. When oine, the graph is processed but
not loaded into memory.
Webgraph has a specic input format to be able to compress and load a graph. Since the network is stored in format a|f ID ID, one needs to normalize all edge directions.
More specically, as we can see in Fig. 1, for follower connections we have, for instance, f 1 2, which means that user
2 is connected to user 1 and, for connection a 3 4, user 3
is connected to user 4. So, one needs to invert all follower
connections to be able to build the graph without the need
to look at the connection type.
It is important to take into account that the normal
graph shows us how users are connected and who is a friend
or follower of whom, but if we want to analyse the information ow through the network we have to transpose the
graph. For instance, if we consider that user 4 is connected
to user 3 on Twitter, then user 3 sends information to user
4, as we can see in Fig. 2. The graph may be transposed
and compressed oine also using Webgraph tools.
In our work we started to extract user network on the
20th of February and stopped on the 10th of June. The
3 http://webgraph.dsi.unimi.it
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crawling of users was started at nodes that participated
in tweets previously extracted. Then, all neighbours and
subsequent nodes were crawled in a breath rst search
mode. In the network extracted, 129,982,336 nodes and
2,528,951,571 edges were collected. The uncompressed
graph takes 55GBytes of memory. When compressed with
Webgraph it only takes 3.5GBytes.

3.5 Network chains
Although we have described how to identify retweet chains,
to understand information diusion processes and user activity on the Twitter network, it is important to correlate
retweet chains with network structure. In this section we
propose a method to map retweet chains over the real network and, then, uncover diusion patterns.
Since we want to analyse information ow on Twitter,
i.e. how tweets diuse on the Twitter Network, we use the
transposed graph as described in Section 3.4. As mentioned
before, an information chain on Twitter can be represented
as a set of related or equal tweets and retweets from dierent authors. As we saw, a retweet chain is time-dependent
because content diuses on a network of contacts where
users can take some time to read and diuse it. Therefore,
in what follows, we take into consideration both posting
time and how users are connected.
Moreover, a user on Twitter can retweet a tweet from
another user without being directly connected to him. In
other words, we can have jumps on the network, i.e. users
that reference other users in a retweet without being connected to him. Therefore, it is important that these participators are also explored and included in a sub chain.
For instance, in Fig. 3, if nodes 4 and 9 participate in the
retweet chain, in the end of the algorithm they should be
explored and their neighbours expanded. The algorithm to
infer network chains from a set of tweets is described as
follows:
1. mark all nodes/authors as unexplored;
2. start a Breath First Search (BFS) in the node with
lowest timestamp, i.e. in the root node;
3. proceed with the BFS as usual, ensuring that only
nodes that are author of some tweet or retweet in the
initial set are visited;
4. if there are unexplored nodes corresponding to authors
of tweets or retweets in the initial set, restart the BFS
with the unexplored node with lowest timestamp and
goto step 3.
Note that inference of retweet chains is very dependent
on user network and, thus, it is important to guarantee
network quality. However, as mentioned before, the Twitter network is very large and it may be impossible, or take
too long, to fully extract. Therefore, it is important to
consider that chains are subject to inference errors and, for
some users, it is possible that neighbours were not totally
explored leading to chain jumps.
With this algorithm we are able to detect the sub chains
as observed in Fig. 3, where nodes 1, 2, 4, 5, 6 and 9 participate in some topic with tweets/retweets and three sub
chains are detected. In this example there is no information

Figure 3: The result of the algorithm to infer network
chains when there are chain jumps.

Figure 4: Stars and trees shapes
about tweet origin in the case of node 4, thus we assume
that the source is node 1. Note that in some cases we are
still able to identify the source if the author identies the
original author in the retweet.
Inferred network chains provide a set of features that are
used to characterize information diusion processes and
user activity. We consider the following features: chain
length, i.e. the largest number of sequential nodes in a
chain or sub chain; chain width, i.e. the number of sub
chains or leaves; chain shape, which can be either a star
or tree; chain duration, the time interval between the rst
tweet that started the chain and its last tweet; user reaction
time, i.e. the time interval between the rst tweet until a
user joins the chain and reacts by retweeting it; number of
times a user participated; number of times a user participated in chains with star shape; number of times a user
participated in chains with tree shape; number of times a
user is the rst node, or root, in a chain; number of times
a user is the rst node in a chain with star shape; number of times a user is the rst node in a chain with tree
shape. Note that there is no clear denition for star and
tree shapes and, thus, in this work we dene them as follows. A star must have width greater than or equal to
two and length equal to two, i.e. a root node with several
children, but no grandchildren. A tree can have width one
and length one or width greater than or equal to two with
length greater than two. Fig. 4 depicts both shapes. Note
also that, to measure the number of times a user is root
in network chains, we list all chains and sub chains and
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we count the number of times a given user appears in the
rst position, i.e. the number of times a given user has the
lowest timestamp. To measure the number of user participations in network chains, we count the number of times a
given user appears in the list of chains.

3.6 Features on user proling
Let us now detail all features considered in our work to
perform user classication. We used all features detailed
in previous sections, taking into account network information, tweet and retweet diusion, user activity and context.
Thus, we considered as features:

• Network features: number of followers, the audience of
a user, i.e. how many users subscribe his/her content
feed; number of friends or followees, the number of
users a user follows;
• Activity features: number of tweets, the number of
tweets a user did; number of retweets, the number of
times a user diused information posted by another
user; number of replies, the number of times a user
explicitly interacted with others;
• Contextual features: number of topics, the number of
dierent topics in which a user participated;
• Diusion features, which combine information from
both retweet and network chains: number of times
a user was root in retweet chains, counts how many
times a user started retweet chains; number of participations in retweet chains, counts how many times a
user participated in retweet chains; number of times
a user was root in a network chain with tree shape;

number of participations in a network chain with tree
shape; number of times a user was root in a network
chain with star shape; number of participations in a
network chain with tree shape.

Activity, context and diusion features were extracted
directly from the dataset. The number of topics has a maximum of 33 in our dataset, which is the number of topics
used to extract content from Twitter. Network features depict node degrees and describe how well users are connected
on the network. Activity features describe user behaviour
and, as defended by Cha et al. [2], news and media tend
to do more tweets and retweets and no replies, but users
as activists and evangelists tend to do more replies and
retweets to maintain their audience. Also, context features
can help in distinguishing these type of users, e.g. a user
which is an expert in some type of content is expected to
be more active in few topics than a news and media user
which main objective is to diuse content from dierent
topics.
Diusion features are important to classify users since
they can show how eective are users to diuse content,
their tendency to join tweet chains and the shape produced
by their diusions. The dierent shapes are relevant because dierent diusion shapes are expected for dierent
type of users. For instance, a news and media user which
has a large audience is expected to produce a star. However in the case of a user that does interesting tweets, it
is expected that trees get produced because the audience

is smaller, but tweets will still reach more people through
their neighbourhood.
As mentioned previously, when the network and diusion
features are used, it is important to take into consideration
network quality. Also, network features can be incorrectly
related with diusion features because content used to infer
retweet chains was extracted before the user network.

3.7 Clustering
Taking into account the features described in the previous section, we applied an Expectation-Maximization (EM)
based clustering algorithm. We used the implementation
available in Weka4 . Instead of assigning users to clusters
to maximize the dierences in means, as in k -means clustering, the EM clustering algorithm computes probabilities
of cluster memberships based on a number of probability
distributions. Then, the EM clustering algorithm tires to
iteratively maximize the overall probability or likelihood
of the data given a clustering hypothesis. In the end, the
EM method assigns a probability distribution to each user
which indicates the probability of it belonging to each of
the clusters.
The standard EM clustering method assumes a particular user-dened number of clusters, which we do not know
and that we would not like to enforce. This is a well
known problem and the implementation of the EM clustering method used in this work allows us to estimate the
number of clusters through standard cross-validation.

4

Results and discussion

In this section we present results for about 185 thousand
users that participated in retweet chains, in our dataset.
As described in previous sections, we computed a collection of features and we applied an EM based clustering
algorithm, obtaining 6 well dened clusters. We will start
by providing some statistics for the collected dataset and,
then, we describe in detail our clustering results and their
meaning.

4.1 Dataset statistics
Table 1 provides several statistics that characterize our
dataset and that include in particular information about
the number of posts, tweets, retweets, replies, users and
banned users. Note that these numbers are only for our
dataset, collected from November 8th, 2010, until February 10, 2011, and do not reect the information we get
when we access user proles on Twitter, where for instance
the number of tweets is higher.
As mentioned before, we also crawled the Twitter network and we obtained the connections for each one of the
180 thousand users classied in next section.

4.2 User classication
As mentioned before, the EM clustering method returns
six clusters, providing for each user the probability of belonging to each cluster. In Fig. 5, we have the user prob4 http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
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Measure

Before Filtering

Result

Number of posts
Number of users

5560492
1489888

Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number

3875648
548899
341053
1350616
139272
92792
92479
175083
10013
62852
19730
152398

After Filtering
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

tweets
retweets
replies
users
banned users
retweet chains
network chains
users in chains
root participations on star network chains
participations on star network chains
root participations on tree network chains
participations on tree network chains

Table 1: Dataset details before and after ltering for non-Latin characters and banned users
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Figure 5: User probability distribution per cluster.
ability distribution for all clusters and per cluster. Although there are users for which assignment probabilities
are rather low, more than 75% of users have an assignment probability above 0.9, denoting a well dened cluster
assignment. These results show that the selected features
allow us to obtain clusterings with high quality, that we
would like to validate against some ground truth. It is
however hard to evaluate this approach because there is no
previous curated data on Twitter user activity. Moreover,
such data is hard to obtain, mainly because it is hard to dene user activity patterns a priori. The set of features proposed in this paper is a rst attempt, and in some sense, orthogonal to previous approaches proposed for Twitter data
analysis, and thus can lead to relevant improvements when
integrated with other, complementary, features.
Taking into account only users assigned to at least one
cluster with a probability above 0.75, we are able to assign 174618 users, about 97% of identied users in retweet
chains, distributed as described in Table 2.
We were also able to identify how each cluster is charac-

terized with respect to each feature, depicted in Fig. 6. As
discussed before, we do not take into account either prole
or content features. We just focus on user activity dynamics and our main goal is to understand how users dier,
from a behavioural point of view. Let us then analyse each
cluster.

• Users in cluster 0 have a large number of followers
and friends, which denotes other users interest in their
tweets. Nevertheless, their content is not diused,
since the number of participations in chains as root
is very low. We found in this cluster feeds of well
known people, such as the Twitter feed @joshu the
creator of Delicious. We also found contest feeds such
as @MommyPR and @heatworld, about contests and
celebrities, respectively. Although dierent in nature,
all these feeds share some characteristics: they attract
interest from many people, but their feeds do not generate discussion.
• In cluster 1 we have a set of active users, with a large
number of tweets and retweets, as well as a large number of participations in chains. However, given the
small number of participations as root, we may conclude that they do not create new chains, i.e. new
discussions or inuent content. We found in this cluster feeds such as @LudusTours about sports events and

Cluster
0
1
2
3
4
5

Size

4036
3479
137841
866
28118
278

%

2.3
2.0
78.9
0.5
16.1
0.2

Table 2: Number of users per cluster
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Figure 6: Features statistical details for each cluster. Note that the y -axis is in log scale.
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travels, @stzlyee about politics and economics, or cassandravo about commercial contests on Twitter. All
these feeds have a reasonable number of replies, as
users tend to acknowledge, contest earnings or sports
travel pictures, for instance.

• Cluster 2 is the largest, with 78.9% of users. It contains users that have very low activity. They post
a low number of tweets and, although, they are connected to other users, they do not diuse content. All
examples we found in this cluster are random people
or organizations with low activity.
• Cluster 3 contains active users that generate new content in dierent topics. This conclusion can be drawn
by observing the high number of topics, the number
of root participations and the number of all participations in chains. Moreover, these users have a large
number of followers. Although this cluster includes
some news and media, and inuential bloggers, it is
interesting that the number of replies is high, denoting
tendency for chatting and topic discussion. Examples
include @nytimes, the Twitter feed of The New York
Times, and @TheNewDeal, the feed of the political
blog Big Corporation.
• Users in cluster 4 seem to be active and, most of them,
retweeters, because the number of retweets is very
close to the number of tweets. Moreover, these users
tend to not create chains, but nonetheless participate
in them. Examples include @exiphanic and @VicksG,
two active Twitter users, and @chillingo, the Chillingo
company. This cluster contains normal users, as in
cluster 2, but these users are much more active.
• Finally, cluster 5 contains users who create and participate in a great number of chains from dierent topics.
They have both a large number of followers and a large
number of friends. These results show that they may
be evangelists, which are users who make, not only
inuential tweets, but also communicate and work to
maintain their audience, as discussed in Cha et al. [2].
Examples include @abc7, a news feed from KABC-TV,
@declanm and @lyn_d75, both news agencies correspondents.
The cluster sizes also follow the traditional pattern associated with scale-free networks [4], as is the case of Twitter.
We have a large cluster, cluster 2, with most users, and
a smaller cluster, cluster 4, with a signicant number of
users. These two clusters together contain almost all users
and allow us to distinguish very active users from almost
inactive users. The other four clusters have much smaller
sizes and, although they contain active users, they dier
on activity patterns as observed.
It is important to observe that this classication may
be aected by the selected topics. Nevertheless, given the
dierent nature of the selected topics, we believe that we
obtained a near real view of Twitter user dynamics. We
also note that by selecting dierent topics, or just a set of
tweets related to some subject, our approach will allow user
activity classication in that context, which is interesting
in itself.

As a nal remark, note also that our results allow us
to state that the majority of users have human behaviour
and are not bots. This can be observed through their reciprocity in the number of followers and friends, an observation done also in Chu et al. [3].

5

Opinion Spike Detection

The study of diusion patterns can give insight on how content evolves and how a specic diused content generates
activity spikes. In our work we try to evaluate the ability of Twitter to generate opinion spikes about previously
diused news.
Therefore, we propose in the following sections a method
to detect activity spikes, an algorithm to compare and infer related spikes on a given topic, an algorithm to detect
patterns of related spikes and an algorithm to detect opinion's spike. Finally, we present and analyse the results of
applying these methods and algorithms on a topic of our
dataset.

Spike Detection Based on the Number of Posts

This method only uses the number of posts in each interval of time ∆t. Considering a function f (t) that returns
the number of tweets or retweets published in interval ∆t:

• a spike is detected if f (t) > f (t−1) and f (t) > f (t+1),
i.e., if the number of posts at time t is greater than the
number of posts at time t − 1 and t + 1.
With this method we are able to detect spikes on a set of
posts from a specic topic or on a set of posts that result
from all topics aggregated.

5.1 Clustering Topic Content
To infer related spikes on a specic topic T , we propose an
algorithm that compares activity spikes using the clustering
of published posts. Note that, since we are interested in
comparing the activity spikes on tweets and on retweets,
one needs to cluster separately the posts of each other.
1. Do clustering of all posts produced on topic T ;
2. Identify the activity spikes and their intervals [t1 , t2 ],
i.e., the beginning and the end of each spike or another
specic interval;
3. For each spike, collect all labels that are assigned to
clusters and sub clusters that contain content on interval of time [t1 , t2 ];
4. Two dierent spikes are related if they have common
labels.
In this algorithm a global clustering is done, i.e., all posts
of a specic topic are clustered.
Since we follow dierent trends and topics to extract content from Twitter, it is possible that there are more topics
involved in content extracted. Thus, we use a clustering
technique to relate and extract the topics on a set of posts
that are shared over time.
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Clustering is able to group similar entities in various clusters and for each cluster it returns a description. In our
work, we are interested in automatically discovering topics
within sets of tweets or retweets. Since these posts are very
short pieces of text, similar to snippets, and since we also
need to nd relevant descriptions for the clusters, search results clustering algorithms are a natural choice. We opted
for the Lingo 3G5 algorithm, since it proved to be particularly ecient when dealing with large amounts of data and
is able to produce quality cluster descriptions.

5.2 Spike Pattern Detection
In this section we propose an algorithm that aims to detect
patterns of related spikes. In more detail we aim to detect
sets of three spikes: (1) T 1, (2) RT and (3) T 2. In spike
T 1 some users publish news in form of tweets that are related to some event. In spike RT users propagate tweets
containing the news through retweets and in spike T 2 users
expose their opinions in form of tweets.
This algorithm expects a set of tweets and a set of
retweets as parameter and is described in the following
steps:
1. Cluster the tweet posts.
2. Cluster the retweet posts.
3. For a set of retweets and a set of tweets nd their
spikes of activity;
4. For all spikes of retweets (RT );
2.1. Find the previous spike of tweets (T 1), i.e.,
the last spike of tweets that happened before the spike
RT ;
2.2. Find the following spike of tweets (T 2), i.e.,
the spike of tweets that happens after the spike RT ;
2.3. For each spike T 1, RT , T 2, nd the labels of
clusters that have content shared on each spike;
2.4. If the three spikes have common clustering
labels then the spikes are related and one should store
the shared tweets or retweets.
In steps 2.1 and 2.2, the last and the following spike
of tweets must appear in the last or following ∆t interval
of time, otherwise, it is not possible to ensure a temporal
relation between spikes. This restriction is used to enforce
the idea that spikes must be related in time and they are
not spikes that died a long time ago and appeared again.

5.3 Opinion Spike Detection
Here, we propose a method to detect opinion spikes based
on previous algorithms.
To detect possible opinion spikes that emerge by the diffusion of previous news, we must be able to detect news
and opinions. Therefore, it is important to explain how we
dene and detect an opinion and a news:

• we dene an opinion as a post that contains words
that express positive or negative sentiments.
5 http://carrotsearch.com/lingo3g-overview.html

• we dene a news as a post that does not contain
any word that express sentiments but has at least one
URL.
• we dene a neutral post as a post that does not contain
any word that express sentiments nor it has a URL.
To detect opinions, i.e., posts with at least one word
that contains sentiments, we use the set of words produced
by Hu and Liu[6]. Hu and Liu, use the set of positive
and negative words to summarize the polarity of product
reviews. Their list of opinion words contains 4783 negative
words and 2006 positive words. To detect a news posts we
test the non existence of opinion words and nd the pattern
http:// in its content.
On opinion spike detection we consider the following:

• the time interval of each spike is dened by its local
minimums, i.e., if we consider that tmax , tmin − and
tmin + are the points that represent the spike point
and the left and right local minimums respectively,
then tmin − < tmax > tmin + ;
• we use the algorithm previously described to detect
patterns of related spikes, i.e., a spike of tweets that is
followed by a spike of retweets and a spike of tweets;
• we collect the labels of all clusters that contain content
shared in the spike's interval of time to relate activity
spikes.
To detect opinion spikes we propose the following steps:
1. detect patterns of related spikes;
2. lter the spike patterns where the third activity spike
has few posts than in the rst activity spike;
3. for the other spike patterns and for each spike:
classify the posts of each spike as news, opinions
and neutral;
extract the post's authors and classify user behaviour of each user participation
We lter the activity spikes on step 2 because an opinion's spike should contain more tweets that are opinions
and news about previously diused news. In more detail,
since a diused news generates a spike of opinions it will
also generate the publication of more related news, because
news and media agencies want to maintain the captured
attention on their audiences, thus, they must continue to
publish more related news.
In step 3.2, to classify user behaviour of each user participation, we use our approach of user proling.

5.4 Results on Opinion Spike Detection
In this section we present the results of spike detection and
infer opinion spikes on a topic with high activity.
To detect activity spikes we consider a time interval of
two hours because as Leskovec et al [9] observed, an activity
spikes takes, on average, 2.5 hours to emerge.
Our analysis will be focused on the crisis topic. More
topics were analysed but we only focus in one here. We
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choose this topic because it has high activity, it is of general
interest and from our manual analysis of data its posts do
not seem to be published by spammers or advertisement
and more importantly it has many activity spikes created
by the diusion of news.
For the crisis topic we are able to nd 21 spike sets,
where 9 sets are considered as valid patterns, i.e., the second spike of tweets has greater activity when compared
with the rst spike of tweets. Since we are dealing with
many sets of three spikes we measured the percentage distribution of the attributes (opinions, news, neutral posts
and user participations) in each spike for each set and
present the results of the average percentage distribution
of those measures.
Figure 7 displays the distribution of opinions, news, neutral posts and the distribution of user participations by
cluster for crisis topic.
Despite the fact that we are not interested in the polarity of an opinion, i.e., if it contains positive or negative
words, we are able to see that most of the opinion posts express negative sentiments. Also, the number of news posts
is lower when compared with the number of opinion posts
(positive and negative), which indicates that this topic is
leaded by opinions. However, if we analyse the results in
detail we observe that the number of news posts is greater
in the rst spike of tweets and decreases in second spike of
tweets. This pattern is also inversely made by the number
of opinions that grow in the second spike of tweets. Remember that the second spike of tweets, for the selected
spikes' sets, has always a greater number of posts than in
the rst spike. Thus, any grow or decrease in the second
tweets' spike is relevant when compared with the other two
activity spikes. Also, from the analysis of the distribution
of user participations we can state that in the second spike
of tweets there is a general growth on the number of participations from all clusters, which indicates a general reaction
to diused contents. Another interesting result is the fact
that the users from cluster 2, i.e., the largest cluster where
users have normally low activity tend to diuse most of the
content published in rst spike of tweets indicating a great
attention even from users with low activity.
For the crisis topic we can conclude that there are opinion spikes that emerge after a spike of news, because we
observe a decay on the number of news compared with the
growth on the number of opinions, which is also accompanied by a reaction from users with dierent behaviour,
even from those that have low activity. Also, when we observe that shared on this topic we observe that the largest
activity spike occurred during Egypt crisis around 30th of
January of 2011. During that time, many users published
tweets expressing their opinions about this political crisis.
We base our analysis of the emergence of opinion spikes
on the detection of opinion words that exist in a dictionary
of positive and negative words, on the detection of URLs
and on the distribution of users with dierent behaviour.
Remember that the classied users are only a portion of the
total number of collected users, but since they are those
that participate and create diusion chains we can state
that they are the users who have impact on the activity of
a topic and they are those that are accepted and receive
attention from other Twitter users. From our analysis we
also observe that negative opinions tend to lead the diu-

sion of opinions, a result previously observed by Naveed et
al. [12]. Also, since we have not any curated dataset where
the diusion of news and opinions are annotated we are
not able to validate these results, thus, they need further
validation.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we propose a set of features that allow us
to characterize and distinguish user activity patterns on
Twitter. Retweet and network chains are the result of the
importance attributed by the surrounding neighbours to
the content the user posted. Through the analysis of diffusion patterns we are able to infer dierent kind user behaviour. Note that, our approach does not use information
from the user prole. Thus, it is based on what a user does
on a network and his/her ability to interact with his/her
audience. Our approach was tested in a dataset of about
3,870,000 posts from 185,000 users collected for this eect.
We are able to classify 75% of the users in our appropriate cluster with a 0.9 assignment probability. The clusters
found follow the traditional pattern associated with scalefree networks. Clusters are fully characterized by a set of
statistical features regarding network structure, user activity and dynamic patterns.
Moreover, to analyse the impact of content posted by a
user we propose three algorithms, (1) we dene an algorithm to extract retweet chains based only on the timestamps and authors of equal tweets and retweets; (2) we
propose an algorithm to infer network chains that show
how content diuses on network of neighbours; (3) since
users on Twitter can retweet other users without a network
connection between them, we propose another algorithm to
infer network chains where network jumps are included.
With the classication of user behaviour and content
analysis we also propose a method that allow us to detect
opinion spikes. We can show that opinion spikes happen
when there is a huge number of user reactions to a news
that have implications on people's life.
In future we want to combine our user proling approach
with other features to detect spammers. Spammers on
Twitter tend to do many posts with similar text and URLs,
and since normal users are able to detect a spammer and
ignore her posts, it is expectable that few retweet and network chains are generated by this type of users.
Finally, we want to test and validate our method of opinion spike detection with other datasets.
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